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Abstract

We have developed a general technique which combines the temporal resolution of ultrafast laser
spectroscopy with the spatial resolution of scanned probe microscopy (SPM). Using this technique
with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), we have obtained simultaneous 2 ps time resolution and
50 A spatial resolution. This improves the time resolution currently attainable with STM by nine
orders of magnitude. The potential, of this powerful technique for studying ulwMast dynamical
phenome_,a on surfaces with atomic _.u31ution is discussed.

1. Introduction

The development of mesoscopic systems and devices _cemites the development of new
experimental tools and techniques. Mesoscopic systems have typical dimensions much smaller than
one micron and support dynamic excitations on timesc_es in the picosecond and sub-picosecond
domain. Techniques exist which have either such spatial resolution or such temporalresolution.

Ultrafast laser pulse spectroscopy can achieve femtosecond time resolution 1, but the diifrdcfion limit
of optical beams limitsspatialresolution toapproximately one micromThe inventions of the Scanning
Tunneling Microscope (S]M) 2 and the Atomic Force Microscope (APM) 3, which obtain atomic
resolution, have revolutionized the field of surface science. However, acquisition electronics and
scanning rates typically limit time resolution in these inslnunents to milliseconds. Therefore, to
understand better the mechanisms governing mesoscopic systems and to optimize the deviom that use
them, it is necessary to develop new experimental techniques with simultaneous subpicosecond-
temporal resolution and submicron-spatial resolution.

We proposed a general technique to wed ultrafast laser spectroscopy and SPM to obtain
" simultaneous picosecond time and atomic space resolution.4 The STM, in particular, previously has

been used as a detector in ultrafast measurementsS, but the time resolution arose from nonlinear

• response in the sample; our technique adds ultrafast time resolution to the microscope itself. The
basic concept is shown in Figure 1. Ultrafast time response occurs when the SPM pro_ has a
nonlinear response to a short laser pulse. This nonlinearity can be essential to the nature of the probe-
sample interaction or can be artificially introduced to the probe. For instance, the intrinsic
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nonlinearityof the STM I-V cha:_,:tefistic LL_
has been used to rectify microwavesand has _ _ sru

recently been used to obtain ultrafast time _m, _,
resolution.7 By varying the relative time vm,._o,
delaybetween the two pulses and integrating
theresultingsignal, a cross-correlationof the 'r_,_ ,
pump and probe generated responses is
obtained.The tip nonlinearitymixes the high som_
frequencyresponses to producea DC signal.
Temporal resolution is defined by the
temporalwidth of the nonlineartip response
and the width of the laser pulses. Spatial
resolution should be comparable to the _-
resolution of the normal SPM. At a fixed
lime delay, the tip can scan the surface, tagure2. The USTM experiment. One laser pulse excites a

voltage pulse on a transmission line. The second pulse
creating a snapshot of an ultrafastprocess, photoconductivelysamplestheUnmetingcunent
Severalsnapshots viewed in succession form
a movie of surface dynamics. This basic
principleis very general, and can be implementedfor a wide variety of SPMs, based on tunneling,
force, magnetic or electrostaticinteractions.4 One exampleis the proposal to use an AFM lever as a
microwavemixerto obtaintimeresolution.S

7.TheUlUastScanningTunneUng
Mieroseope

We haveimplementedthisgeneraltechnique
in a specificdevice, the Ultrafast Scanning Shortlaser

pulse('probe')
TtmnelngMicroscope(USTM). The nonlinear Shortlaser
element in this instrument is a fast pulse('pump')
photoconductive switch integrated with the "
STM tip assembly. Conceptually, the switch
acts as a several picoseconds long gate. We
used this instrumentto image surfaceswith 2
ps time resolution and betterthan 50 )[ spatial

resolution, g Nonlinear.A schematic of the experimentis shown in interaction
Fig. 2. A fast photoconductiveswitch, serially _ --. __ = --==_,_=-- ...................i '_'_'___:: ........
connected to the tip, provides the nonline_ty

requiredfor the correlation.The sample under F_gure1. UltrafastSPM (USPM) • Time resolutionis
study contains a high frequency coplanar achievedby modulating boththesample and the tip responses
transmission line and two side pads with with two shortoptical pulses. A nonlineartip respoase acts to •
photoconductive switches. One pad is correlatevumvandmobesienals.



connected to a battery so that a laser pulse on the associated
switch can generate a transient electrical pulse. The second pad
is a sampling pad which is used to characterize the pulses

_' propagating on the line. In a typical experiment, the first laser
. pulse excites an electrical transient on the transmission line.

, The second laser pulse samples the transient either on the STM
tip or on the sampling pad.

The laser source was a 76 MHz repetition rate modelocked
Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Mira 900) which produced 120 fs
pulses. The pulses were directed to the tip switch and to a
sample switch through the same 10x long working distance
objective. The spot size was 3-5 lain in diameter and the
average power in each beam was 25 roW. The objective also (a)
formed part of an imaging system used to facilitate the tip-
sample approach.

Photographs of the STM instrument, the mounted sample
and a close-up of the STM tip assembly appear in Fig. 3 a, b,
and c, respectively. We designed and built a horizontally
operating STM head based on a single piezo scanner tube. The
sample was mounted on the scanner, and the tip assembly was
fixed to the frame of the microscope. This design permitted a
good optical access both to the sample and the tip. The STM
was controlled by a commercial teedbaek electronics system.
(RHK Technology, model STM 100).

The tip switch was fabricated from silicon on sapphire

(SOS). 9 It consisted of a single Cr/Au line (60 lain wide) with a (b)
3 lain wide Si gap. It was illuminated through the sapphire

substrate. The tip itself was fabricated from a brass wire 50 lain
in diameter, approximately 500 Ima long. We attached the tip to
one end of the switch with a conductive silver epoxy. The other
end of the switch was connected to the STM electronics through
a current preamplifier. The %ff" resistance of the switch was
typically on the order of 30 Mr2. This resistance was small

enough to permit stable tunneling, provided that the gap
resistance was at least comparable to the switch resistance. We
were able to obtain atomic images of highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite (HOPG) with the SOS tip assembly, without any light
on the tip switch. The time averaged "on" resistance was on the
order of 1 Mr2, which suggests 100 t2 resistance at the peak of

• the laser pulse. (c)
The sample also was fabricated from SOS. The transmission

Figure 3. a) The STM base,

. line on the sample consisted of two 10 I_m wide Cr/AI/Au e) the mounted tip and
strips, separated by a 20 Ima gap. The generation and sampling sample, e) detail of the tip
switches had 5 _tm wide Silicon gaps. The generation pad was assembly (The actual tip is
typically biased to 27 V. Voltage transients on the transmission too small to be visible)



line were characterized with the aid ._o o _o _o 30 4o so

of the sampling pad by conventional s.s __ (a) _:

cross-correlation. 10For a separation _ 5.2.
of-100 pm between the generation

spot and the sampling spot, we _ 5., :" _A/'_ _J
routinely got -0.9-1 ps _ _! s.o V '
cross-correlations which were --

unipolar and exhibited very little 95 _ (b)

ringing. The actual pulse, a _ ,o i' \deconvolution of the measured es

signal, has a FWHM on the order of _ ao _ --_ -__--_/-600-700 fs. The tip-sample _ ,5
approach was done with both laser 4 - ' "

(o)beams blocked. The STM tip was 3-

positioned over one strip of the _ , .__transmi_i°n line 50 t° 100 !an J , j q_ _."

away from the biased pad switch, o--- _ _ -
This strip was biased by the STM - -I
electronics (typically I0 to I00 .2
mV). The second strip was .lo o ,o 2o so ,o so
c_mnec_d to ground. Once in llmedelay(p$)

tunneling range, the sampling laser Figure 4. T'nneresolvedcurrentcross-cm'telat_ detectedon
beam was directed to the tip thetip:(a) ia tunnelingrange(5nAand80mVsettings),and Co)
assembly to gate the tunnel current, whenthe tipis crashedintothesample.(c) is thetimederivative

of(b).

3. Results and Discussion

A typical signal measured by the STM consists of a small AC component which varies with
time delay riding on a large DC background. The background is simply the nominal meting
current, given by (bias voltage)l(gap resistance). Fig 4a shows a 4.5 ps wide cross-correlation
pulse detected by the STM while umneling at 5 nA with a +80 NV bias on the strip. The 10% to
90% rise time is 2 ps. The averagetunnel currentis increased by -0.25 nA when the transmi_ion
line pulse passes beneath the tip at zero time delay. This increase conesponds to a

signal/background ratio, AI/I, of 5%. Fig. 4b shows a cross-con'elation recorded while the tip was
in ohmic contact with the sample.

There are several feature_ in this data. The large signal at a time delay of 47 ps is a reflection
from one end of the sample Wansmission line. This reflection also appeared in our standard
sampling measurements. The structurefollowing the main correlation peak is due to ringing in the
tip structure, as we will show below. The FWHM of the correlation peak in Fig. 4b is much
broader (10 ps) than the pulse on the wansmission line. The broadening is, most likely, a result of
dispersion of the electrical pulse on the tip. The bipolar correlation peak in Fig. 4a is significantly
different from what we would expect for a purely ohmic response; in fact it bears some
resemblance to Fig. 4c, which is the numerical derivative of the trace in Fig. 4b. Apparently, a
large portion of the tunneling signal comes from a capacitive-like response. However, the
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(a)
tnnneling gap height dependence of this
capacitive-like response is very different _ lOO
from the one expected for the geometrical 50

capacitance of the junction; as we will show
below, the geometrical capacitance of the _ o

- tip assembly contributes negligibly to the

signaL The existance of an intrinsic o -so-
capacitance associated with the tunneling
processhas been discussed in the context .loo ' ' ' ' ' ' '
of Coulomb Blockade (CB) and Single -10 0 10 20 so 40 so
Electron Tunneling (SET). 11 This time delay(ps)

capacitance is beleived to be very =nail (on _, _.... (b)
the order of 10-18 F). The RC discharge _ _time for such a capacitance at reasonable _ _ \

tunneling gap resistances is on the order of a
few ps and can be directly investigated with " :"-_.".. / \

USTM. o • \
OFig.ur 5a displays a series of cross- ] o
correlation pulses recorded by the STM
while tunneling with a +80 mV bias on the
strip for gap _tances fi'om 16 M_ to 512
MIZ For clarity, the DC background in each o lo 2otime delay (ps)
curve has been removed. In Fig. 5b, we
norm_,Te the peak heightof the traces in 1.e[-_ (c)
Fig. 5a to unity in order to showchangesin o.eIJ_.l.4t_
the lineshape of the signal. The figure shows S" "
that the fall time of the correlations _ o.s

This increase may be associated with the RC 0.4
discharge time discussed above. \

The spectra of the tmc_ in Fig. 5a are. o.2r \!,;;:,^\...-.:..shown in Fig. 5c. These spectra were /calculated for data in the range-10 psto 37
ps. Additionally, the heights of the low o.o o., o.2 o.a
frequencypeakshave beennormalizedto 1. Frequency(THz)
The low frequency peak describes the main
bipolar correlation peak. The smaller high _ 5. a) The runnel-currentAI(A0 for
frequency peaks represent the ringing effect differentgap resistances.(solid line is 16 Mt'k

r m the correlation traces. This ringing is long dash- 32 M.Q,mediumdash- 64 M.Q,short
probably due to an impedance mismatch dash- 128 MD.,dotted-256 M_ dash.dot- 512M.Q). b) Traces in a) with peak he_/_hts
between the tip and the sample and nommlizedto unity, c) Spectra of the curves in a).

• between the tip and the sampling switch. As
the tunneling resistance is reduced, the
mismatch is reduced, and the amplitude of the ringing peak is reduced. The fine structure in the
ringing has not been identified.



The height of the correlationpeak ineach trace,as function of the corresponding DC current
is shown in Fig. 6. The filled squaresrepresentmeasurementsat 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512
Mf_ gap resistances (the point at the top fight of the figurecorrespondsto 16Mf_). The dashed _t

line is a linear regression to the data. It is clearfromthe figurethat the AC partof the tunneling
current has the same gapimpedance, and hencedistance, dependence as that of the DC current.
Moreover, when the tip is withdrawnfrom the surface by 50 _ not only does the DC tunnel
current vanish (as expected), but the AC part nearly vanishes as welL This means that the
observed cross-correlationsignal has little
or no contribution from stray capacitance
in the leads or fromradiativecoupling.

A detailed study of the nature and the 200- /_/
origin of the tunnel-gap capacitance is _ //
currently under way. By varying the tip _- _5o- /
length, the gap conditions (by controlling ga m//
the oxide layer) and the biasvoltageon the -_ loo- //

transmission line, we will separate the _ /m,"
contributionof the straycapacitanceof the 5o-__
leads andreflections along the tip fromthe o Ill , , , , ,
intrinsicresponse of the tunnelingjunction o 1 2 3 , 5
itself. We plan to improve the time DOtunnelcurrent(hA)
resolution of our USTM by Figure. 6. Amplitude of the ring resolved signal
microfabricating the entire tip-switch versusDCbackground.Thedottedlineis a linear
assembly, regressiontothedata.

4. Future Prospects

One of the most exciting prospects for
USPM is the potential to create movies of
surfacedynamics. Fig. 7 shows a 0.7 x 0.7
IJ.m2 image of one of the transmissionline ,
conductors acquired as the pulse passed
underthe tip, at a time delay of 0 ps. The
indentationat the center of the image was
producedby crashingthe tip into the strip.
A similarimage was acquiredpriorto the
arrivalof the pulse, at a time delay of-2.7
ps). We do not attributefeatures in the
image to the propagationof the voltage
pulse since the transmission line Figure 7. A topographic image (0.7 x 0.7 ttm2) of the

transmissionline, taken with the exact same conditions as
propagation velocity is-200 IJ_n/ps,too in Fig. 4a, at a time delayof 0 ps.
fast to be resolved with this instrument.
We have taken two flames of a movie; unfortunately,for this type of action, an electricalpulse
propagatingon metal, the camerais still too slow.

' We believe that by improving the sensitivity, dynamic range, and time resolution of this



technique, we will be able to animate surface dynamics by collecting a series of SPM images for
increasing values of time delay. This will allow us to study dynamical phenomena in real space
with atomic resolution. Such a tool will open a window for the observation of processes and

• excitations which propagate at velocities of a few A per fs (or less). It should be possible to
spatially resolve in real time phenomena such as vibronic motion on the atomic scale, carrier

, transport in semiconductor structures, electric field and voltage wavefront propagation at metal
semiconductor interfaces. The operation of sub-micron electronic/optoelectronic devices can be
directly characterized with such a technique. -

USPM is not limited to the STM. As we discussed before, 4 the non-linear nature of the probe-
sample interactions in STM, AFM and near field optical microscopy (NSOM) offer many
opportunities for resolving ultrafast phenomena on a nanometer scale.
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